
STORM - 21st August 2021 - times and location information included below.

Thank you for pre-registering for information to see STORM in Alloa

Please take a moment to read these instructions and help us to make STORM’s visit a
safe and enjoyable experience for everyone.

COVID 19 Precautions

Vision Mechanics and Alloa First have worked with Clackmannanshire Council to ensure
that the event is safe and operates in accordance with Covid safety regulations .

For this reason, we are asking all spectators to comply with our requests:

We’d advise choosing a space to watch STORM pass and allow others around you to
maintain physical distances .

Only come  along if you have pre-registered.

Do not come if you have tested positive for COVID in the 14 days before

Do not come if you are required to be in isolation

Complete the Covid declaration form that has been emailed to you via Citizen Ticket before
attending.

Please do not share the event timings or location details with others.



These details are only being provided to those who have pre-registered; this is to help us
keep a safe limit on the number of people who come along.

General FAQs

Please arrive in plenty of time to find a space to watch from.
The timings are approximate and are subject to change.

Taking Photos/videos
Do not take photographs while walking backwards!

Beware of your surroundings and others.
Use the following hashtags when posting on social media:

#STORM2021 #ycw2021

Weather:
Dress for the weather and bring plenty of water.

In the event STORM has to be cancelled because of strong winds or extremely bad weather,
an email update will be sent out to all those pre-registered at the earliest possible

opportunity ahead of the event.

General Information
STORM features loud music.

If you need assistance at the event, look for one of the STORM Stewards.

Toilets facilities - please support local businesses who have helped bring STORM to alloa!

Environment:
STORM is all about environmental action, please help minimize the environmental impact of

the event by taking your litter home and recycling it.

Leave your car at home - travel by public transport or bicycle if possible.

Avoid printing these joining instructions.

SCAN the Code to discover more.
(https://visionmechanics.org/storm-giant-puppet/)
Download the STORM origins comic book

Rewatch the live streamed video of the event.
Find out more about Vision Mechanics, the charity behind
STORM


